"Subject: Late Poster submission for Virtual ISCB 2020 open until June 5"

Message:

"ISCB41 2020 Virtual Conference (41st conference of the International Society for Clinical Biostatistics, to be held August 23-27) re-opens late submissions for Posters until June 5. Please see www.iscb2020.info for details of 1-page Abstract submission and registration.

Methodological studies and health/clinical applications in any of the areas of the Conference Topics (listed on the website) will be of interest.

However, this offer is Not open to Authors who have previously submitted an Abstract (as the 1st Author) for ISCB 2020.

By accepting additional Posters that will be displayed on the conference website and accessible to all participants, we offer an opportunity to present research results and participate in a major international conference to researchers and students in biostatistics, statistics, epidemiology, data science and related fields in a year where few such opportunities exist (because many conferences were cancelled).

The Authors will be notified about their Abstracts acceptance/rejection within 5 days of their submissions and by June 8 at the latest (earlier submissions will result in an earlier notification) and will have to Register and pay the fee by June 15 to get reduced Early Bird Registration Fee.

Please notice that low Registration Fees (~110 Euro for Students, ~240 Euro for researchers) offer full access to all Conference Sessions and activities.

Those researchers and students who do not submit an Abstract are also encouraged to register in order to join >600 participants and profit from an exciting scientific program (Plenary talks by Miguel Hernan, Frank Harrell Jr. and Trevor Hastie, 12 Invited Sessions, >200 Oral presentations).

Looking forward to welcome you for ISCB41

Krystyna Szafraniec, Chair, Local Organizing Committee (LOC), ISCB 2020
&
Michal Abrahamowicz, Chair, Scientific Programme Committee (SPC), ISCB 2020
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